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1 Introduction

The Google search engine [BP98] has brought the enormous web pages an order that well reflects
the degree of relevance and importance of the web pages with respect to search keywords. The
technique used to determine the order is called PageRank [PBMW97], which origins from the
idea of academic citation: a paper should receive more attention if it is cited by many (important)
papers. By analyzing the link structures among the web pages which resemble the paper citations,
a global order measuring the importance can be computed for all the web pages.

Inspired by the idea of PageRank, in last semester we proposed to bring to relational databases
the similar global order, TupleRank, which represents the relative importance of each tuple in
a relational database. In particular, we computed TupleRank based on the primary/foreign key
relations among tuples and observed very interesting and promising applications. The successful
use of TupleRank relies on well-defined data schema and highly related data entries.

However, as we have noticed in real applications, primary/foreign key relations only capture
part of the real relationships between data entries. Many relationships are modeled through creating
views and running selection queries on tables and views. For example, a view or selection query
joining tablesEMPLOYEEandDEPARTMENTimplies the...WORK AT... relationship between
data entries in these two tables1. In order to produce more precise PageRank, we need to explore
relationships that are hidden among data entities and not modeled as primary/foreign key relations.
We call such relationships asimplicit relationships, and in this report we introduce two approaches
that can explore implicit relationships.
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1Although it is possible to use primary/foreign key relation to model such relationships, in real applications the

relationships may not be explicitly modeled.
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2 TupleRank Algorithm

To include the new relationships induced by database queries, we slightly modify the computation
of TupleRank by introducingweightsto each relationship between tuples. A weight represents
the probability for one tuple to be related with another one. It is a measure of the credibility
of relationships: Tuples that are related by primary/foreigh key constraints will be assigned the
maximal weight of 1, meaning the most reliable (strongest) relationship between two tuples, while
a weight of 0 means no relationship at all between two tuples. GivenN tuples we extend the
definition of connectivity matrixA by,

Aij =
wij

PN
k=1wkj

; (1)

wherewij is the weight for the relationship between tuplei andj. As before, an iterative procedure
is used to determine the tuple rankfrig,

r
(k+1) = dAr(k) + (1� d); (2)

in whichr(k) = [r1; r2; : : : ; rN ]
T is the rank vector for thek-th iteration, andd is a damping factor

between 0 and 1 [PBMW97]. The iteration is ended whenkr(k+1) � r
(k)k is small enough.

3 Exploring Implicit Relationships

Consider a relational databaseD with tables fTigi=1:N , each consisting ofNTi attributes
faTij gj=1:NT

i

. AssumeQ = fQkgk=1:M is a set of queries that have been executed onD. We
present two methods to determine the weights: query-based and histogram-based approaches.

3.1 Query-based Approach

An important observation is thattwo data entities are considered related if they appear in a single
row of some query result. More formally, we claim that an implicit relationship exists between two
tuples if each one has some attributes that appear in the same row of the result of a query.

Based on the above observation we can determine implicit relationships in a relational database
by examining the results of the queries that are executed on the database. If two tuples are joined
together by some query then we assign a weight of1 between them, otherwise the weight is zero.

In implementation, we can record all the queries that have been executed and re-execute them
at a later time to avoid lowering query performance. Or we may simply construct the weights when
the query results are being retrieved by users. For the latter method, we need to provide wrapper
functions for all database related functions. We can keep the weights in a database table and when
computing TupleRanks they are retrieved to construct the connectivity matrix.

The primary/foreign key relations can also be captured by this approach. From the metadata
of the database, we can determine what are the primary keys and foreign keys, and construct a set
of queries that join tables based on the primary/foreign key relations. Using the dynamic approach
described above, we can thus find out the weights of the relationships.
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Although this method is simple and precise, it is very expensive because we have to examine
each row of the query results.

It is also possible to find out implicit relationships using data mining techniques. There are
numerous research efforts on this topic (e.g. [AS94, SON95, AY98, LHM99]). However, data
mining techniques still require considerable storage and computational resources.

3.2 Histogram-based Approach

To avoid the high complexity of the query-based approach, we present an algorithm that computes
approximate weights based on database histograms.

Assume two tablesTa andTb have been joined by a query. We need to determine the weights
between tuples inTa and tuples inTb. Rather than re-executing the join query as in query-based
approach, we estimate the probability of a tuple inTa to be joined with another tuple inTb. Ac-
cording to the definition in section 2, the probability value will be the value of the weight. We will
compute the estimations from the information provided by database histograms.

Histogramsare widely used in most commercial database systems for summarizing the con-
tents of large relations and efficiently estimating the sizes of the query results for use in query
optimizers. Aone-dimensional histogramon attributeX is constructed by partitioning the range
of X into mutually disjoint subsets calledbuckets. Each bucket can be represented by(B; fB),
whereB is a range ofX andfB is the number of tuples whoseX attribute falls into the rangeB2.
A multi-dimensional histogramconsists of buckets that represent the joint distribution of multiple
attributes of a single table.

In the following, we will assume that each table has at most one one-dimensional histograms.
Several one-dimensional histograms can be considered as a special case of multi-dimensional his-
tograms.

3.2.1 One-dimensional Case

Assume that tablesTa andTb have ever been joined by attributeX, and each table has built a
histogram onX whose values are uniformly distributed within buckets. Letta 2 Ta be a randomly
selected tuple in bucket(Ba; fBa), and(Bb; fB

b
) is a bucket ofTb’s histogram. If the possible

values ofX areenumerable, then the probability forta to join with a tuple in bucket(Bb; fB
b
) is,

pab =
jBa \Bbj

jBaj � jBbj
; (3)

wherej � j represents the size of a set. We thus have a network between the two buckets as shown
in figure 1.

The network indicates that the tuples within the same bucket have the same TupleRank. There-
fore, we can simplify the network by treating each bucket as a node and assigning weights between

2Such a histogram is called one-dimensional histogram. A multi-dimensional histogram consists of buckets that
record the combinational data distribution of several attributes. The above definitions are based on continuous value
assumption [SAC+79].
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Figure 1: The relationship network between two buckets. The eclipses are buckets containing
tuples represented by small circles. We need to determine the TupleRanksra andrb of the tuples.
In the graph we only depict possible relationships from a tuple inBa to tuples inBb. The two
groups of tuples should be full-connected.

buckets (see figure 2). For example, the weight from bucketa to b is computed by

wab = fbpab;

wherefa is the number of tuples in bucketa.
Because each table has at most one one-dimensional histogram, we can estimate the TupleRank

of a tuple by solving the network as shown in figure 2. If a table has no histogram, we simply assign
a default TupleRank to its tuples.

3.2.2 Multi-dimensional Case

Assume a multi-dimensional histogram is built on attributesX1; X2; : : : ; Xn. We can still use
(B; fB) to represent a bucket, whereB = RX1

� RX2
� : : :� RXn

andRX
k

is a range ofXk.
Let ta 2 Ta be a randomly selected tuple in bucket(Ba; fBa), and(Bb; fB

b
) is a bucket ofTb’s

histogram. Without loss of generality, we can assumeBa = Ra;X1
� Ra;X2

� : : : � Ra;Xn
, and

Bb = Rb;X1
�Rb;X2

� : : :�Rb;X
k
�Rb;Y

k+1
� : : :�Ra;Ym , in whichXi andYi are attributes, and

R means the range of an attribute.
If the possible values ofXi andYi are allenumerable, then the probability forta to join with at

least one tuple in bucket(Bb; fB
b
) is,

pab =
J1J2

jBaj � jBbj
; (4)

where
jBj = jRX1

j � jRX2
j � : : :� jRXn

j
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Figure 2: Simplified relationship network. Each bucket is treated as a network node and we modify
the weights accordingly.

J1 = jRa;X1
\Rb;X1

j � : : :� jRa;X1
\Rb;X

k
j � jRa;X

k+1
j � : : :� jRa;Xn

j

J2 = jRb;Y
k+1

j � : : :� jRb;Ymj

We can then get the relationship network the same as in figure 1. Using the simplified network
as in figure 2, we can determine the TupleRanks.

3.3 Combining Frequencies of Database Queries

A data entry that has been selected more frequently than another one should be considered more
important. Similarly concepts are also used in many Web search engines that combine factors,
such user ratings and hit rates, into their final order of the Web pages. It is possible to record the
frequency of a query being executed in histograms. Therefore, we can simply add to the computed
TupleRanks a number that reflects the frequencies that tuples have been selected.

3.4 Computing Histograms

Nearly all commercial database systems maintain histograms by computing histograms periodi-
cally (e.g. every night). It is obvious that such an approach is computationally inefficient and may
cause low accuracy. People have thus investigated computing histograms incrementally based on
a self-tuning scheme [GMP97, AC99].

Their basic idea is as follows,

� Initially assume uniform distribution of attributeX on the whole table and partition the range
of X into several subsets;

� When a query is executed, we use the tuple count information provided by DBMS to deter-
mine the estimation error of our initial histogram;
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� Buckets are thus refined and restructured to maintain the uniformity assumption.

Therefore, the accuracy of the histogram is improved incrementally as more queries are exe-
cuted.

4 Implementation

We have selected IBM DB2 as our DBMS and built a relational database of the world geographic
information, Mondial3. We choose Java and JDBC as our programming language and database
connection links.

We have planned to test the feasibility of computing TupleRanks from histograms. Using the
query-based approach as a standard, we will investigate the accuracy of histogram-based TupleR-
anks. Furthermore, we want to check the effectiveness of combining frequency information of
database queries.

We have implemented most part of the planned work. However, the high computational cost for
TupleRank has prevented us from conducting the scheduled experiments and delayed our overall
progress.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this project, we have mainly devised a histogram-based approach to explore implicit relation-
ships among relational databases. The results can be used to further our TupleRank algorithm.

Our algorithm is basically a tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency: histogram-based rela-
tionships are less determinant, but they can be computed faster than query-based relationships.
Using coarser histograms will lead to faster computation yet lower accuracy.

In our algorithm we require that the ranges in consideration are enumerable. This is necessary
because non-enumerable ranges will bring zero probability for two tuples to join together.

We require uniform distribution in our algorithm. Our algorithm implicitly assumes equality
joins. Moreover, our approach of combining query frequency information seems awkward. Our
future work will try to remove these constraints.
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